Commercial Construction Estimator:

WCC is a family owned general contracting construction company that has been building commercial and light industrial construction in the state of Ohio for over 20 years. WCC has a reputation of performing quality work and standing behind what we build. We treat each client and employee with respect and are looking for someone who has a passion for construction with estimating skills to join the WCC team.

Job Description:

An estimator needs to be able to accurately interpret and evaluate commercial construction project drawings and specifications, so that accurate bids, estimates, and budgets can be developed. Since WCC performs work as a general contractor, applicants need to be able to understand drawings and specifications for buildings which include structural elements such as concrete and steel, finishes both exterior and interior, mechanical systems, electrical systems, plumbing, sprinkler, and fire alarm. Applicants also need to be able to understand drawings and specifications for civil site work. Experience estimating is necessary either by way of practical experience or higher education such as a 2-year or 4-year college degree in construction management. WCC will supply on the job training. Must be efficient with computer software including Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, data base software, and willing and capable of learning estimating software, such as Pro-Est.

Benefits include, health insurance, matching retirement plan, annual bonus, paid sick days, paid holidays, and paid vacation time. Clothing (WCC apparel) is provided. Computer hardware, software, and office supplies necessary to perform the estimating tasks are supplied.

All interested individuals please submit your written resume to: ron@weavercc.com or brenda@weavercc.com.